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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLATION 

 

1. Remove packaging for visual inspection. 

 

2. Check all parts are undamaged and accounted for. 

 

3. Leave the gate in the closed position as supplied, this will 

provide rigidity during installation. 

 

4. Do not remove any temporary frame bracing until installation 

is complete. 

 

5. Ensure all seals, stem threads and lift nuts are kept free from 

dust, grit, grout and other abrasive material.  

 

6. Use supplied grease on stem thread. 

 

7. Never loosen side seal retainer bolts. Use actuator to open 

and close gate. 

 

8. Set actuator limits as per instructions below. 

 

 

Following these simple steps will help ensure 

a problem free and watertight installation. 
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Wall Mounted Penstocks and Stopgates 

 
1. Check the concrete wall for flatness. The surface must be free from debris, dust, 

sludge and algae growth. Ideally it should be pressure washed and roughened. 

 

2. Check the opening invert to operating floor dimensions are correct to drawing, a 

tolerance of +/- 20mm can be accommodated. 

 

3. Place the penstock against the wall and support it over the opening ensuring 

correct positioning. For correct height positioning the bottom rubber invert seal 

should be flush with the invert of the opening. 

 

4. Set the penstock vertically in both directions and centred around the aperture. 

 

5. At this point it is necessary to check on CG25 style gates, that the bottom edge of 

the gate is making continuous and consistent contact with the rubber invert seal. 

It may be necessary to pack up the bottom cross rail member to achieve this. 

 

6. Using the penstock frame hole pattern as a template, drill all anchor holes as per 

manufacturers recommendations and to depths stated on the drawing. Holes 

must also be thoroughly cleaned to the manufacturer’s recommendations.  

Important! Correct anchor bolt installation is critical to achieve full structural 

integrity and capacity of the equipment. 

 

If the Penstock is to have non-shrink grout behind the frame 

 

7. The Penstock should now be removed from the wall and the chemical anchors set 

in place as per manufacturer’s recommendations. 

 

8. Fit one backing nut then washer to each stud. 

 

- The top outer most studs should have the nut/washer pre-set a nominal 25mm        

from the wall.  

 

 

 

- All other nut/washers should for now be set back against the wall. 
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- Re-fit the Penstock to the mounting studs and push back against the top pre-set   

nut/washer. Fit the retaining washer and nut to the top pre-set studs and finger 

tighten only. 

Important! It is necessary to use a nickel anti-seize compound to prevent galling of 

threaded fasteners. 

 

 

- Using a spirit level adjust the two lower most backing nuts/washers until the 

Penstock is plumb. Fit the retaining washer/nut and finger tighten. The Penstock 

should now be level, plumb and a nominal 25mm from the wall. If it is a Unistrut 

framed Stopboard you are installing, fit and fasten all mounting stud nuts ready for 

grouting. If you are installing a W30 series Penstock, follow the instructions below. 

 

 

- Adjust all PERIPHERAL backing nut/washers to touch the back of the Penstock 

frame; do not adjust the cross member nuts yet. Fit all PERIPHERAL retaining 

washer/nuts and finger tighten only.  

 

 

 

It is important at this stage to put a set in the Penstock frame as set out below. 

See Diagram 1 

          

W30 SERIES PENSTOCKS: 

- There are two jacking bolts in the frame cross member immediately 

below the mid-section mounting studs. These two bolts should now be 

wound in to make contact with the concrete wall and then further 

adjusted to force the frame away from the wall by an additional 

1.5mm in this location on Penstocks of up to 1.2 meter wide and 

2.0mm on Penstocks wider than 1.2 meter. 
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Jacking bolts

Cross Member Mounting Stud
Set this measurement as per the instructions above

Diagram 1

 

                                               

            - All retaining nuts should now be tightened. 

      

9. Install formwork as necessary ensuring all gaps are shuttered up sufficiently to 

prevent grout from leaking out. 

 

10. Grout fill the void between the penstock frame and the wall using a pourable non-

shrink type grout. Ensure air pockets are removed and all cavities are filled.  

 

If the formwork leaks, slowing down the pour and letting the grout thicken often 

overcomes this. 

 

IMPORTANT: Sufficient grout should be mixed to fill the formwork in a single pour. 

Non-shrink grout usually has an expanding component. A second pour over an 

already expanded layer can cause serious leaks between the frame and grout. 

 

11. When the grout has cured to manufacturers recommendations, remove the 

formwork. Ensure any overspill of grout is removed from the Penstock. Pay 

particular attention to the seals, stem and rear surface of gate. All bolts should be 

tightened.  
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Embedded Penstocks and Stopgates 

 
1. During construction, the channel will have been provided with block-outs to suit the 

penstock.  Check that the channel width and depth as well as block-out sizes are 

correct and of sufficient size to accommodate the penstock. Refer to the drawing for 

detail. 

 

2. Place the penstock into the block-outs and pack under the frame so the rubber invert 

seal is flush with the channel floor.  Check that the penstock is level across the channel 

and using a feeler gauge that the bottom edge of the gate makes continuous and 

consistent contact with the rubber invert seal. 

 

3. Pack the penstock in the side block-outs so that it is held rigid and is vertical and 

square leaving space at both sides of the frame for grout.  Do not over pack as this 

may cause distortion and twist which can affect operation and performance of the 

penstock. 

 

 

Important: Do not remove the gate from the frame and do not remove any temporary 

frame supports until after the grout is set. 

 

 

4. Install formwork as necessary ensuring all gaps are shuttered up sufficiently to prevent 

grout leaking out. 

 

5. It is essential to double check the frame for distortion and twist prior to grouting. 

 

6. Grout fill the block-outs as per item 11 above. 

7.  

 

The gate should remain in the closed position to provide rigidity to the frame whilst 

grouting. 

 

8. All embedded penstocks are provided with a flush invert; therefore the grouting at the 

invert of the channel should finish flush with the seal. 

 

9. Allow grout to cure (refer to manufacturer’s recommendations) and remove 

formwork. 

 

10. Remove all debris and any grout that may have come into contact with other parts of  

the penstock. Pay particular attention to the seals and stem as grout will damage   

these under operation. 
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11.  SET THE ACTUATOR LIMITS PRIOR TO OPERATING THE GATE 

 

In the fully open position, the limit should be set with approximately 2mm gap     

between the mechanical stops. 

In the fully closed position, the limit should be set with the gate approximately 2mm 

into the invert seal. 

       

 

 

 

 

Remote Operating Equipment 

 
1. After a penstock unit has been set in position level and plumb, all remote operating 

equipment such as extension stems, guide brackets and pedestals should be fitted 

prior to grouting. This is to ensure correct alignment and levels are achieved so that 

moving parts run smoothly and binding does not occur under operation. 

 

2. Check the distance from the invert of the opening to the floor level against the 

drawing. It is important to maintain this distance in order for the operating 

equipment to fit and function correctly although a tolerance of +/-20mm can be 

accommodated. 

 

3. It is important that guide brackets are positioned at heights as detailed on the 

drawing. Guide brackets are adjustable in two planes and act as supports preventing 

the stem from buckling when the penstock is being closed. 

Ensure to tighten all bolts after equipment has been aligned. Failure to do so may 

result in damage to components. 

 

4. Pedestals are anchored at floor level and should be set level, plumb and in true 

alignment with the stem. It is important that the chemical anchors are set correctly 

and installed to the manufacturer’s recommendations to achieve full structural 

capacity. It may be necessary to grout under the pedestal base to achieve dead level 

or a correct height. 
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Rising Stem Penstocks 
 

 

1. Fit the handwheel onto the bronze lift nut, taking care to tighten the retainer bolt 

and locking nut. After lubricating the stem thread, fit the stem cover supplied. 

 

Important! Under no circumstances should the top of a gearbox or actuator be left 

exposed to the weather. Ingress of water may cause damage and significantly 

reduce the life of internal components. 

 

2. Lubricating the whole threaded portion of the stem is necessary as handwheel or 

actuator forces assume that grease will be applied as it reduces the co-efficient of 

friction and wear rate of the bronze drive nut. 

Prior to applying grease to the stem threads they should be cleaned to remove all 

grit and dust. 

 

3. If the penstocks are not going to be put into service for some time it is 

recommended that lubrication of the stem be performed at a later stage as grease 

can become contaminated over time resulting in excessive wear of the bronze 

drive nut. 

 

 

 

 

 


